
CRIME RATE INCREASE IN MALAYSIA BECAUSE OF FOREIGN

WORKERS

Foreign nationals in Malaysia come from all corners of the world. report from the Royal Police Department stated that
the crime rate in Malaysia declined by news increase the readability, drama and value of crime news. Hence because ,
in the early of , the Malaysian government announced to suspend the hiring.

Print Edition Subscribe Topics:. She points out that many other countries in the region now needs foreign
workers to sustain their high growth rates, but migrants are not given proper housing and health facilities, plus
they are exploited by recruitment agencies and employers. In a matter of days, the government reacted by
freezing the recruitment of foreign workers, including those from Bangladesh, while promising a review of
employment policies. The Home Minister warned that the one million foreign workers in Malaysia would pose
a social problem if the economy were to decline. In the beginning, mostly Indonesians workers were brought
in for the plantation sector. Embassy report says that with a population of 19 million, Malaysia has a labor
force of seven million, including up to two million foreign workers, still primarily from neighboring
Indonesia. But by then, the issue was firmly in the public domain, engendering further arguments about how
Malaysia treats its foreign workers. A version of this article appeared in the print edition of The Straits Times
on February 20, , with the headline 'In Malaysia: 'No' to having more foreign workers'. And a World Bank
report from the same year found that increased immigration actually tended to reduce most types of crime. He
added that though the freezing of worker permits make it difficult to resolve the labor shortage, it was
necessary for the country's security. This month, a bill was tabled in the national parliament here for its second
reading which will impose stiff penalties, including heavy fines, whipping and jail sentences for those who
bring in illegal migrants into the country. He was from Bangladesh, he told me, and had been in Malaysia for
three years. They accuse the Malaysian media of drumming up anti-foreign worker hysteria by blaming an
increase in the crime rate to them. According to the report, about one million of them are illegal. In , foreign
workers' remittances amounted to RM Wage increases also rose with productivity. There is a belief within the
community here that there is a shortage of eligible Indian men for their girls. February , Volume 1, Number 1
Rise of Foreign Workers in Malaysia In January, , Malaysia launched a crackdown against the foreigners who
are working illegally in the country. Many Malaysians feel that the slowing economy is unable to support such
numbers, and express fears of an immigrant-fueled crime wave. Deputy police chief Noor Rashid Ibrahim
yesterday said the influx of migrant workers would lead to a higher crime rate, though he acknowledged that
Malaysians form the bulk of criminals. The unemployment rate for was 3 per cent. He was called Yunus, but
there was no way I could tell if that was his real name. Foreign workers had to be recruited by the government
to overcome labor shortages. The federal government issued a directive, freezing work permits for foreign
workers. Kieran Cooke. The Reuters Library Report January 23,  Malaysia has gone from a country with
double digit unemployment to full employment in less than ten years. Yet government statistics from showed
that only 1 percent of crime in Malaysia was committed by foreigners. All this focus on migration and labor
suggests that Malaysia is beginning to look harder at itself as the maturing, middle-class country it aspires to
be â€” even if, for now, more liberal attitudes are in a minority. Malaysia has 2. The group is also lobbying for
educational programs for those already here. On some plantations up to 80 per cent of workers are foreigners,
most of them Indonesian or Bangladeshi. They also plan to use the Tamil radio and television services to
spread the message. Recent vigilante attacks on foreigners accused of crimes have begun to stir a more robust
defense of the rights of foreign workers, with the immigrant-rights group Tenaganita taking a lead in
proposing tough regulations on the agents and intermediaries responsible for bringing in workers from abroad.
Kassim says that there was an increase in Bangladeshis marrying local girls after the government announced
early last year that Malaysian women who marry foreign men may be allowed to apply for their husbands to
be granted permanent residency in Malaysia. Despite these concerns, the government last month announced a
plan to bring in 1. Another 1. The freeze is temporary, he said. As people of the Indian sub-continent, they
share common values with Malaysians of Indian origin. Malaysian government officials say that illegal
immigrants had committed crimes and had engaged in petty trading and hawking, activities which foreigners
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were barred from doing.


